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The purpose of the research reported in this article is to present the notion of
Culture of Traits (CoTs) and to develop a ‘Communicative Traits Model’ (CTM)
in teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic as a first language. The ultimate goal
is to create a shared vocabulary, establish a common language and build a
consistent understanding of what constitutes good teaching, learning, and assessing
of Arabic. Towards this aim, two complementary dimensions were investigated;
An analysis of the origins and nature of the notion of CoTs, of how language
learning happens and of how to conceptualize and encapsulate this in a model to
create such a shared vocabulary in the teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic.
To validate the usefulness of CTM, the Bahraini teacher candidates completed the
researcher-developed questionnaire to survey their views about what has been
revealed by the analysis regarding CTM. Results indicated a very positive
agreement on the importance of CTM as a clear and a practical framework to
teach, learn, and assess the Arabic language not only in writing but also in
speaking, reading and listening.
Keywords: culture of traits, communicative traits model, Arabic language education,
language learning, learning
INTRODUCTION
The Culture of Traits (CoTs) term, in the current research, is inspired by two notions;
the culture of learning (Cortazzi & Jin, 1996) and the traits of a writing model (Culham,
2003, 2005, 2010). Cortazzi and Jin (1996) referred to the culture of learning as
people’s
expectations, attitudes, values, and beliefs about what constitutes good learning,
about how to teach or learn, whether and how to ask questions, what textbooks
are for, and how language teaching relates to broader issues of the nature and
purpose of education (p. 169).
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Broadly speaking, stakeholders in the education sphered e.g., teachers, students, school
principals, parents, curriculum developers, or policy makers, hold different and
divergent expectations of what makes good teaching, learning and assessment. Some
believe in the culture of memory and hence adopt surface and rote learning while others
believe in the culture of creativity and then adopt deep learning and encourage students
to participate and construct meaningful learning experiences (Biggs & Tang, 2011;
Marton & Säljö, 1984). The critical point to be made here is whether there are common
expectations among stakeholders in the language education of what makes good
teaching, learning and assessment of the language, whether for example there are
common understandings of who is a competent reader, writer, speaker or listener? Or in
another way of formulating the same point whether there is a common understanding
among teachers and students, for instance, of what good writing means, or what good
reading entails, or what good speaking involves, or what good listening looks like?
Culham (2003, 2005, 2010) approaches these questions with respect to writing in
particular through a ‘traits of writing model’. In her model, she intends to create a
shared vocabulary, build a consistent understanding of common characteristics of what
good writing is and what makes a good writer. She identifies seven traits that make good
writing and enable a competent writer: ideas, organization, voice, word choice, sentence
fluency, conventions, and presentation. This common understanding can then serve as a
baseline for teaching, learning, and assessment of writing. In a large-scale five-year
study on the traits of writing with fifth-grade teachers and students in 74 Oregon
schools, Portland, results provided significant evidence of the effectiveness of using this
‘traits of writing’ analytical approach to improve students’ writing with specific focus on
the traits of organization, voice and word choice (Coe, Hanita, Nishioka, & Smiley,
2011).
CONTEXT OF TEACHING, LEARNING, AND ASSESSING OF ARABIC
There is ample research investigating effective strategies and approaches in the teaching,
learning, and assessing of Arabic (e.g., Abdelalbari, 2011a, 2011b, 2014; Younis,
2014). Most recently, Taha (2017) presented and advocated ten standards for the
teaching and assessing of the Arabic language throughout school education k-12.
Despite this effort, there is scant research on creating a shared vocabulary, common
language, and consistent understanding in the teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic
across the Arab world. Talking about teaching, learning, and assessing of languages in
general, it is crucial to have a framework of reference to guide all stakeholders (e.g.,
teachers, students, curriculum developers, or policy makers) in language teaching,
learning, and assessment with respect of core language skills; writing, speaking, reading
and listening (Council of Europe, 2018). This study addresses the issues which arise in
the teaching, learning and assessing Standard Arabic due to its being a language used in
numerous and varied education systems. The problems are lack of clarity and
transparency among stakeholders e.g., students, teachers, or policy makers and that a
framework - which is here offered as a model - can help better communication among
professionals. The current study is addressing this paucity of research by providing and
testing the notion of Culture of Traits (CoTs) (see Appendix A) that creates a shared
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vocabulary, establishes a common language and builds a consistent understanding of
what constitutes good teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic with respect to
writing, speaking, reading, and listening. Creating such a shared vocabulary and a
framework is intended to change peoples’ expectations and to move teaching, learning,
and assessing of Arabic from vagueness to specificity, from different approaches to a
common ground, from scattered efforts to focus, and from vague language to a shared
vocabulary.
HOW LANGUAGE LEARNING HAPPENS
There is no one grand theory that explains how language learning happens. Rather,
language learning has been influenced by interdisciplinary fields, chief among them,
linguistics, psychology, and sociology (Alexander & Fox, 2013; Kern, 2000; Pearson &
Stephen, 1994). Since the 1950s, major changes and shifting paradigms in these fields
have influenced and conceptualized different views of language learning.
From the linguistics perspective, language was seen as a perceptual process (Fries,
1962) or as a discrete set of skills and hence language teaching focused on developing
knowledge of various language forms; phonological, morphological, lexical, syntactic,
semantic, and pragmatic knowledge (Kern, 2000, p. 38). This view was influenced by
Skinner’s (1957) Behaviorism, the dominant theory of learning in the 1950s that
emphasizes conditioned learning (i.e. stimulus-response). In the 1960s, Chomsky’s
Innateness Theory influenced the view of first language learning as a natural process
where children have innate ability to acquire language (Chomsky, 1980). Chomsky’s
theory inspired the field of psycholinguistics (Pearson & Stephens, p. 25). The
psycholinguistic perspective shifted from viewing of language as a perception or a set of
technical skills to focus on language as a process of thinking and of making meanings
from genres (Smith & Goodman, 1971). Further, it values using authentic genres that
rely on natural language patterns and devalues using of simplified/artificial genres that
rely on high-frequency words in simplified patterns (Pearson & Stephens, 1994).
In the same direction, Cognitive Theory distinctly shifted the focus to how students learn
and how minds work and process information (Neisser, 1967). Cognitive psychologists
conceptualized language as a cognitive process where children process information and
use their schema or prior knowledge to construct meanings from language genres. In
practice, the cognitive perspective inspired language learning by focusing on two
dimensions: schema-based learning and genre-based learning (Alexander & Fox, 2013;
Gaffney & Anderson, 2000). On the one hand, a schema, mental representations of prior
knowledge, plays a critical role in understanding new information stated in different
types of language genres (e.g., Anderson, 2004; Bransford, 2004). On the other hand,
explicit teaching of text structure improves understanding of language genres (e.g.,
Dymock, 2005; Meyer & Rice, 1984). Above all, this cognitive dimension
conceptualized language not only as a cognitive process but also as a meta-cognitive
process that involves self-regulating, monitoring or evaluating understanding of different
types of language genres (Flavel, 1979; Garner, 1987; Kern, 2000). Pearson and
Stephens (1994, p. 32) argued that the cognitive perspective left an unanswered question
that is where does the meaning reside? Is it in the child’s mind or in the author’s mind or
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in the text itself or in the interactions among them? This directs the discussion to focus
on the sociolinguistic perspective.
In Social Interactionist Theory (Vygotsky, 1978), language is viewed as a social process
where students understand and learn language through interactions in the classroom.
Sociolinguistic is concerned with the interrelationships among language and social life
and culture in a given context (Whitehead, 2004, p. 7). The burgeoning interest in social
and cultural perspectives of language learning began in the middle of 1980s and on into
1990s (Alexander & Fox, 2013; Gaffney & Anderson, 2000). In fact, the sociolinguistic
perspective is mostly influenced by Vygotsky (1978) and his colleagues, who drew
attention to the importance of social interaction in students’ development and learning.
Unlike the psycholinguistic perspective, language, according to sociolinguists, is a
social construct rather than a cognitive process (Street, 1994). In this context, Kern
(2000) pointed out that “Literacy is variable and intimately tied to sociocultural
practices of language use in a given society that is central in our teaching of language
and culture” (p. 23). Above all, Street (1994) criticized linguists by presenting his
ideological model in contrast with the autonomous model. According to the autonomous
model, language is viewed as a set of neutral and universal technical skills taught
through schools. On the contrary, according to the ideological standpoint, language is
related to and sensitive of social and cultural practices in a given context. His
ideological model “recognizes a multiplicity of literacy; that the meaning and uses of
literacy practices are related to specific cultural contexts” (Street, 1994, p. 139). The
practical point here is that the sociolinguistic perspective has a number of implications
for language learning chief among them, it broadens the horizons of language learning to
include not only factors in the classroom but also to involve the wider community
(Pearson & Stephens, 1994). Above all, it shifts attention to focus on communicative
competence (Hymes, 1972) and how to use language to fit and achieve individuals’
intentions and purposes in a given context.
Finally, the sociocognitive view is concerned with the interaction between linguistic,
cognitive, and social perspectives of language learning (Gee, 2001; Pearson & Stephens,
1994). It views language as a process of constructing meaning through interaction
among teachers, students, and genres within the classroom context (Ruddell & Unrau,
2004). To conclude, the study of language learning is a transdisciplinary or an
interdisciplinary field (Alexander & Fox, 2013; Pearson & Stephen, 1994) and multiple
facets process (Kern, 2000, p. 37) Although this interdisciplinary nature of language
learning makes it richly research-informed field, it poses some challenges of creating a
concrete framework and common language in teaching, learning, and assessing of a
language (Dillon, O’Brien & Heilman, 2013). The present study is an endeavour to
establish such a concrete shared vocabulary in the teaching, learning and assessing of
the Arabic language by presenting the notion of CoTs and developing a well researchinformed model, CTM (see Appendix A). In building this model, language is viewed as
an analytic thinking process that has a concrete set of traits and characteristics where
learners share and/or construct meanings from different types of genres to achieve their
academic, social and personal purposes in a given context.
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COMMUNICATIVE TRAITS MODEL
CTM is a framework to create a common language by which learners communicate
productively (i.e., writing and speaking) and/or receptively (i.e., reading and listening)
using different types of language genres to achieve their purposes academically, socially
and personally. The researcher presents a new model that visualizes the idea of the
CoTs in the teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic as a first language. It provides a
clear and a specific framework that is inspired by the scientific research. It creates a
shared vocabulary and a consistent understanding of what constitutes good teaching,
learning, and assessing of Arabic with respect to core language processes; listening,
reading, speaking and writing. Figure (1) illustrates this model, followed by an
explanation of the scientific bases on which this model is developed.

Figure 1
Communicative Traits Model
Traits
Traits are the core of the CTM. To identify the traits of Arabic language; writing,
speaking, reading and listening, the researcher was inspired by the traits of writing
model (Culham, 2003, 2005, 2010) and by the literature of teaching, learning, and
assessing of the Arabic language (e.g., Abdelalbari, 2011a, 2011b, 2014; Taha, 2017;
Younis, 2014). Each language process has seven traits (28 trait in total) and each trait
has four characteristics (114 characteristic in total, the trait of ideas in writing and
speaking has five characteristics) (see Appendix B), as is the case in the traits of writing
model. These traits are more or less similar depending on whether they are productive or
receptive. Precisely, writing and speaking traits are similar to productive processes and
reading and listening are similar to receptive ones. This encapsulates these traits and
creates a very concrete shared vocabulary that characterizes the teaching, learning, and
assessing of the Arabic language. This is a summary of the traits of the Arabic language
as presented in CTM.
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Traits of writing involve
Writing can be defined as the writer’s voice and message to the reader using printed
language genres to achieve her/his academic, social and personal purposes in a given
context. Writing, as a productive process in the CTM, has seven traits as follows: (a)
ideas, the writer’s message to her/his reader/s, (b) organization, the internal design and
structure of the written piece, (c) voice, the personal tone and flavour of the writer’s
message, (d) word choice, the vocabulary a writer chooses to convey meaning, (e)
sentence fluency, the rhythm and flow of the written language, (f) conventions, the
written mechanical correctness, and (g) presentation, the external design and structure of
the written piece and how the writing looks on the page (Culham, 2003, 2005, 2010).
Traits of speaking include
Speaking can be defined as the speaker’s voice and message to the listener/s using oral
language genres to achieve her/his academic, social and personal purposes in a given
context. As a productive process in the CTM, speaking has seven traits identified by the
researcher as follows: (a) ideas, the speaker’s message to her/his listener/s, (b)
organization, the internet design of the oral speech, (c) voice, the personal tone and
flavor of the speaker’s message, (d) word choice, the vocabulary a speaker chooses to
convey meaning, (e) sentence fluency, the rhythm and flow of the oral speech, (f)
conventions, the oral mechanical correctness, and (g) presentation, how the delivery of a
speech looks like.
Traits of reading entail
Reading can be defined as the reader’s voice and interaction to construct meanings
and/or to generate ideas from printed language genres, and to benefit from this in her/his
academic, social and personal life in a given context. As a receptive process in the
CTM, reading has seven traits identified by the researcher as follows: (a) sounds and
letters, alphabetical knowledge and phonological awareness of a language, (b)
vocabulary recognition, discovering the forms and meanings of vocabulary, (c) reading
comprehension, constructing the meaning and message of a printed texts, (d) reader’s
voice, reader’s interaction with printed text and generating ideas in light of prior
experiences, (e) reading fluency, the rate, accuracy and performance of the reader, (f)
meta-reading, self-regulating and monitoring of the reader’s own reading, and (g)
reading habits, the way of setting, holding a book, eye movement and using technology
to read.
Traits of listening involve
Listening can be defined as the listener’s voice and interaction to construct meanings
and/or to generate ideas from oral language genres, and to benefit from this in her/his
academic, social and personal life in a given context. As a receptive process in the
CTM, listening has seven traits identified by the researcher as follows: (a) sounds and
letters, phonological awareness and alphabetical knowledge of a language, (b)
vocabulary discrimination, discovering the sounds and meanings of vocabulary, (c)
listening comprehension, constructing the meaning and message of oral texts, (d)
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listener’s voice, listener’s interaction with oral text and generating ideas in light of prior
experiences, (e) listening fluency, the accuracy and pace of listening, (f) meta-listening,
self-regulating and monitoring of the listener’s own listening, and (g) listening habits,
how to listen deliberately, follow up of the speaker and use technology to listen.
Communicative Language Processes
In the CTM, as a transactional communication model (Barnlund, 2008),
students/communicators are simultaneously engaging in productive processes (i.e.,
writing and speaking) and/or receptive processes (i.e., reading and listening) to share or
construct meanings using different types of language genres within a given social and
cultural context. The CTM focuses on language as an ‘analytic thinking process’ rather
than as a holistic product. In precise words, each productive or receptive process in the
CTM is a thinking process that has three interrelated stages. For instance, writing is a
thinking process that involves three sub-processes: pre-writing, composing, post-writing
(Culham, 2010; Walshe, 2015). The traits weave into these stages, for example, the trait
of ideas comes in the pre-writing stage, the trait of word choice stands out in the writing
phase, and the trait of presentation falls in the post-writing stage (Culham, 2003, 2005,
2010).
Communicative Competence
The CTM supports the notion of ‘communicative competence’ (Hymes, 1972) This
communicative competence involves many perspectives chief among them, the
knowledge of language forms and how to use this knowledge to achieve different
intentions and to fit different settings (Hedge, 2014). Traits and characteristics create a
shared vocabulary that helps students to improve their communicative competence.
Language Genre
In the CTM, traits can be used to teach, learn and assess of different types of authentic
genres productively and/or receptively. In the current context, genre-based approach
(Derewianka, 2015; Johns, 2002) helps in creating a shared vocabulary and a common
language that empower students to communicate effectively and to respond to their
contexts using various types of genre knowledge.
Reflective/Meta-cognitive Processes
As a deep extension to language as an analytic thinking process, the Communicative
Traits Model involves reflection or meta-cognitive processes (Flavel, 1979; Garner,
1987). Students reflect on and self-regulate their language learning. Reflection is one of
the most important methods of developing performance and learning (Biggs & Tang,
2011). It makes students aware of their strengths as well as the challenges they face, and
then adjusting their learning in the desired direction.
Based on the critical analysis regarding the origins of the notion of the CoTs, how
language learning happens, and the CTM, the present research sought to discover
whether the claim that the CTM can help teachers establish a common understanding
and use the model in practice. This was addressed by investigating how a group of
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trainee teachers would understand the CTM and its potential use. For a complete
semester, those teacher candidates had the opportunity to study the traits of a writing
model in teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic for primary school children and
thus they had good experience to validate the notion of CoTs and CTM.
RESEARCH QUESTIONS
This research investigated the answer to the main question: What is the Culture of
Traits? Hence, it sought answers to the following sub-questions:
1. What are the views of Bahraini teacher candidates (Arabic specialization
and class teacher) in the traits and characteristics of Arabic language
processes; writing, speaking, reading and listening?
2. What are the views of Bahraini teacher candidates (Arabic specialization
and class teacher) in the usefulness of CTM?
3. What is the difference among the views of Bahraini teacher candidates
(Arabic specialization and class teacher) in the importance of CTM?
METHOD
Research Design
This research is a quantitative descriptive research. It advocates ‘what ought to be’
(Byram & Feng, 2004, p. 150) in teaching, learning, and assessing of the Arabic
language with respect to writing, speaking, reading and listening. To this aim, it
surveyed and clarified the Bahraini teacher candidates’ views on the importance of the
notion of CoTs and CTM, after they studied traits of a writing model, proposed by the
American educationalist, Ruth Culham, for a whole semester. The questionnaire was
applied in a group face to face in the classroom at the end of the second semester in
2016/2017 academic year, and the data was analyzed and discussed in light of the
theoretical analysis and framework of research.
Participants
A purposeful sample of 93 Bahraini teacher candidates (10 males and 83 females) was
selected. The sample consisted of the Arabic specialization candidates (31 participants;
7 males and 24 females), who teach Arabic language and Islamic studies for primary
school children (grades 4-6) in Bahrain, and class teacher candidates (62 participants, 3
males and 59 females), who teach core subjects (e.g., Arabic language, Mathematics) for
primary school children (grades 1-3) in Bahrain. The participants were enrolled in the
second year of specialization (fourth in the college) at Bahrain Teachers College with an
average age of 21 years. For a complete semester, the participants had the opportunity to
study the traits of a writing model in teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic for
primary school children and thus they had good experience to validate the notion of
CoTs and CTM.
Questionnaire
To examine the validity and usefulness of CTM as a framework that creates a shared
vocabulary and a consistent understanding of what constitutes good teaching, learning,
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and assessing of the Arabic language with respect to writing, speaking, reading, and
listening. A researcher-developed questionnaire (see Appendix C) was used where
participants were requested to judge how important the statements are for them from on
a five-point scale ranging very important to very unimportant. The participants ranked
statements by importance on five dimensions: (a) traits of writing, (b) traits of speaking,
(c) traits of reading, (d) traits of speaking, and (e) usefulness of CTM. To conclude, the
questionnaire consists of 28 traits and 114 characteristics; it is divided into four
language processes: writing (7 traits and 29 characteristics), speaking (7 traits and 29
characteristics), reading (7 traits and 28 characteristics) and listening (7 traits and 28
characteristics). In addition, there are 10 statements related to the use of traits model.
The validity of the questionnaire was verified by presenting it to some specialists to
ascertain its clarity, face and content validity (i.e. it is designed to clarify the views of
the participants on the Culture of Traits and Communicative Traits Model as a
framework for teaching, learning, and assessing of the Arabic language). The internal
consistency was verified using the Cronbach’s alpha = 0.963, which is a very high
percentage that reflects high internal consistency of the questionnaire. The questionnaire
was administered in a group face to face in the classroom where participants were
requested to judge how important the traits and their characteristics and the use of traits
model are for them from on a five-point scale ranging very important to very
unimportant.
Data Analysis
The SPSS statistical package (version 20) was used to determine the importance of each
trait and its characteristics of each language process as ranked by the participants.
Kruskal Wallis H Test was used to clarify differences between the participants in Arabic
specialization and class teacher candidates in their views on the usefulness of CTM as a
framework for teaching, learning, and assessing of the Arabic language.
FINDINGS
This section presents data derived from the questionnaire. It explains the Bahraini
teacher candidates’ (Arabic specialization and class teacher) views on the importance of
each trait and its characteristics and the use of traits in creating a common understanding
in teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic. Percentages were used to answer the first
question, what are the views of Bahraini teacher candidates (Arabic language
specialization and class teachers) in the traits and characteristics of Arabic language
processes; writing, speaking, reading and listening?
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Table 1
Traits of writing, speaking, reading, and listening as ranked by the importance (N=93)
Processes

Traits

Positive response

Writing

Organization
Word choice
Sentence fluency
Ideas
Voice
Conventions
Presentation
Total Mean
Word choice
Sentence fluency
Presentation
Organization
Ideas
Voice
Conventions
Total Mean
Reading comprehension
Reading fluency
Letters and Sounds
Vocabulary recognition
Reader’s voice
Meta-reading
Reading habits
Total Mean
Listening habits
Sounds and Letters
Listening interaction
Word discrimination
Listening comprehension
Meta-listening
Listening fluency
Total Mean

96%
95%
94%
92%
91%
88%
87%
91.8%
95.2%
92.5%
92.5%
91.7%
91.4%
90.7%
85%
91.3%
94.2%
94%
93.7%
92.5%
92%
88.7%
86.5%
91.6
95%
93.5%
92.5%
92.5%
92.2%
88.2%
84%
91%

Speaking

Reading

Listening

Negative
response
4%
5%
6%
8%
9%
12%
13%
8.2%
4.8%
7.5%
7.5%
8.3%
8.6%
9.3%
15%
8.7%
5.8%
6%
6.3%
7.5%
8%
11.3%
13.5%
8.4%
5%
6.5%
7.5%
7.5%
7.8%
11.8%
16%
9%

Rank
1
2
2
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Table 1 explains the importance, as ranked by the participants, of the traits in teaching,
learning, and assessing of Arabic with respect to writing, speaking, reading, and
listening. The mean percentage of importance for the traits of each language processes
was above 90% percent. This clearly implies to what extent the Bahrain teacher
candidates, who studied the traits of a writing model, emphasize the value of using the
traits not only in writing but also in speaking, reading and listening. Table 1 also
indicates that all traits, across all language processes, were ranked with above 80%
percent, as the lowest trait was ‘listening fluency’ with 84% percent of importance and
the highest trait was ‘organization of writing’ with 96% percent. Priority can be given to
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traits that have a very high importance as ranked by the participants in curriculum
design, teaching, learning and assessing of Arabic.
Percentages were also used to answer the second question, what are the views of
Bahraini teacher candidates (Arabic specialization and class teacher) in the importance
of CTM?
Table 2
Use of traits in teaching, learning and assessing of Arabic as ranked by the importance
(N=93)
No
.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9
10

Items
Traits create a shared vocabulary in teaching and learning
of Arabic
Traits can be used to teach Arabic; writing, speaking,
reading and listening
Traits can be used to teach Arabic in different grades of
primary school.
Traits serve as a bassline to design teaching and learning
of Arabic
Traits serve as a bassline to design rubric for assessment
of Arabic
Traits is a process-focused approach rather than a productcentered one
Traits help students to effectively communicate
productively (i.e., writing and speaking) and/or
receptively (i.e., reading and listening)
Traits have strong relations to Standards of Arabic
Education
Traits can be blended with the stages of language
processes
Traits can be used to teach all types of language genres

Positive
responses
98%

Negative
responses
2%

98%

2%

97%

3%

96%

4%

96%

4%

95%

5%

94%

6%

94%

6%

92%

8%

91%

9%

Results of Table 2 show that the participants ranked all statements of the importance of
CTM as a framework for teaching, learning and assessing of Arabic above 90% percent
of importance. Table 2 also indicates that the first six statements got a rank of 95% and
above which emphasizes the importance of CTM in creating a shared vocabulary and a
common language in teaching, learning, and assessing of writing, speaking, reading,
listening processes in different stages of education using different types of genres (91%).
Interestingly, results of Table 2 show that traits do not work independently rather they
have strong relations to the standards of Arabic language education.
Kruskal Wallis H Test was used to answer the third question, what is the difference
among the views of Bahraini teacher candidates (Arabic specialization and class
teacher) in the importance of CTM?
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Table 3
Results of Kruskal-Wallis H Test between Arabic and class teacher candidates (N = 93)
Variables

Specialization

No.

Traits of
writing
Traits of
speaking
Traits of
reading

Arabic teacher candidates
Class teacher candidates
Arabic teacher candidates
Class teacher candidates
Arabic teacher candidates

31
62
31
62
31

Mean
Rank
40.82
50.09
43.05
49.69
40.15

Class teacher candidates
Arabic teacher candidates

62
31

42.40
42.40

Class teacher candidates
Arabic teacher candidates
Class teacher candidates
Arabic teacher candidates
Class teacher candidates

62
31
62
31
62

50.01
41.44
49.07
31.08
55.58

Traits of
listening
All traits
Use of
traits

χ2

df

2.44

1

Asymp.
Sig.
0.118

1.23

1

0.267

3.01

1

0.083

1.61

1

0.203

1.68

1

0.195

17.09

1

0.000

The results of the Kruskal Wallis H test show that there are no significant differences in
the participants’ responses regarding all traits of Arabic language (i.e., traits of writing,
speaking, reading and listening), χ2 (1, N = 93) = 1.68, p = 0.195, with Mean Rank
(41.44) for Arabic teacher candidates and Mean Rank (49.07) for class teacher
candidates. On the other hand, there are significant differences between the responses of
participants of the Arabic and class teacher candidates on the questionnaire in relation to
the usefulness of CTM, χ2 (1, N = 93) = 17.09, p = 0.000, with Mean Rank (31.08) for
Arabic teacher candidates and Mean Rank (55.58) for class teacher candidates.
DISCUSSION
Establishing the Culture of Traits and Communicative Traits Model
The present study was intended to establish and test empirically the notion of CoTs (see
Appendix A) by presenting and examining clear expectations, a shared vocabulary, and
a common language based on a set of traits and their characteristics that make good
teaching, learning, and assessing of the Arabic language. This serves as a clear
milestone and provides a consistent understanding among all those interested in the
teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic e.g., teachers, students, parents, curriculum
developers or policy makers. It is very important to have a culture of learning or
concrete and clear expectations of what constitutes good learning (Cortazzi & Jin, 1996,
p. 169). This is what has been approached by Culham (2003, 2005, 2010) in her traits of
writing model. She created a shared vocabulary that constitutes good writing and
enables the component writer. To probe what constitutes good learning and what works
effectively in teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic, the researcher was inspired by
research and practice in linguistics, psychology, sociology, and education. The current
study came up with the notion of CoTs not only in writing but also in speaking, reading
and listening.
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Theoretically, the investigator suggested and advocated CTM as a framework that
explains how students use the traits to interact with language genres productively (i.e., in
writing and speaking) and/or receptively (i.e., in reading and listening). Precisely, the
shared vocabulary help students to create and share ideas while they write and speak
and/or to construct meaning and generate ideas in light of their prior knowledge (e.g.,
Anderson, 2004; Bransford, 2004) while they read and/or listen. Having the shared
vocabulary and common language provided by the traits, helps learners to visualize what
constitutes good language learning either productively or receptively.
The key issue is that the present study came up with and advocated concrete ideas of
what makes good teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic, chief among them; traits,
inspired by the traits of writing model (Culham, 2003, 2005, 2010). Each language
process has seven traits (28 trait in total) and each trait has four characteristics (114 trait
in total, the trait of ideas in writing and speaking has 5 characteristics) that characterize
good language learning and enable competent writer, speaker, reader, and listener. In
Communicative Traits Model, traits are apparently similar in writing and speaking as
productive processes and in reading and listening as receptive processes. This makes
these traits very concise and constitutes a concrete shared vocabulary in teaching,
learning, and assessing of Arabic.
The argument is that traits as a shared vocabulary help learners to communicate
productively and/or receptively where students use different types of genres (e.g.,
Derewianka, 2015) to produce and share ideas (in writing and speaking) and/or to
construct and generate ideas (in reading and listening). In a certain context, students use
knowledge of traits and genres to achieve their intentions academically, socially or
personally. Above all, these traits weave into language as an analytic thinking process
rather than a holistic product. Each language process has three stages and each stage
involves some traits. Language is not only a process but also it involves reflection or
meta-cognitive processes (Flavel, 1979; Garner, 1987). In a nutshell, language is a
socio-cognitive process (Gee, 2001; Pearson & Stephens, 1994) that has a concrete set
of traits and characteristics where learners share and/or construct meanings from
different types of genres to achieve their academic, social and personal purposes in each
context.
Examining the Culture of Traits and Communicative Traits Model
The main finding of the empirical study is that the results of Table 2 showed the
importance, as ranked by the participants, and usefulness of CTM in creating a shared
vocabulary and common language for teaching, learning, and assessing of the Arabic
language in different grades of primary school using different types of genres. This is
congruent with what was explained by previous research on English language (Arter,
Spandel, Culham, & Polard, 1994; Coe, 2000; Coe et al., 2011). It unequivocally
emphasized the importance of using such a model as a framework in teaching, learning,
and assessing of Arabic not only in writing but also, in speaking, reading and listening.
This implies practicality and timing of this proposition in teaching, learning, and
assessing of the Arabic language.
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Interestingly, the results of Table 2 also showed that using traits do not work
independently rather they have strong relations to the standards of Arabic language
education (Taha, 2017, p. 30) and do not contradict language programs (Culham, 2005,
p. 297). Traits support learning, teaching, and assessing of Arabic by simply creating the
shared vocabulary and blending these traits into the writing, speaking, reading, and
listening process. Despite this finding, the class teacher candidates were in a favour of
using CTM than Arabic teacher candidates as explained in Table 3. This might be
attributed to the approach by which they studied the traits of writing model. Studentcentred approach was used to teach class teacher candidates where they were required to
do three main activities in studying each trait of writing; (a) prepare and present (in
small groups) four activities to trigger the four characteristics of that trait, (b) develop a
rubric for assessing children’s writings in each trait, and (c) analyze and assess samples
of children’s writing using that rubric. It is a practical, concrete and engaging approach.
On the contrary, Arabic teacher candidates were taught using the interactive lecture as
the instructor provides information on each trait, challenges of teaching and learning this
trait, and how to assess it. Students were mainly engaged in oral discussions and
questioning.
The results of the descriptive statistics in Table 1 indicated that the total Mean score of
traits in each language process got a rank above 90% percent of importance, which is a
very high percentage indicating to what extent the research sample emphasized the
importance of the traits. This refers to the practicality of these traits and it also implies
that it is timely to use this shared vocabulary in teaching, learning, and assessing of the
Arabic language. These results are consistent with what revealed about the importance
of using traits in developing writing achievement in English language (Arter et al., 1994;
Coe, 2000; Coe et al., 2011).
CONCLUSION
The Culture of Traits has taken its first steps. The researcher came up with the notion of
CTM in teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic with respect to writing, speaking,
reading and listening. Inspired by previous research, he presented a specific number of
traits (28 traits) and each trait has four characteristics (114 characteristic in total). These
traits are similar in productive processes (i.e., writing and speaking) and in receptive
processes (i.e., reading and listening) which makes these traits very concise and clear.
He built his own CTM, which is inspired by the recent and well established scientific
trends in language teaching and learning. Empirically, the researcher clarified the views
of the Bahraini teacher candidates, who studied the traits of writing model, on his
theoretical proposition. This resulted in emphasizing the importance and practicality of
notion of using traits and CTM as a framework for teaching, learning, and assessing of
Arabic with respect to writing, speaking, reading, and listening. This can inspire many
fields, in theory and practice, including but not limited to teaching and learning of
Arabic within the classroom, analytical assessment of Arabic, development of curricula
for Arabic, and research in the field of teaching and learning of Arabic. But, the field
still needs a lot of research, and experimentation, so that we enrich the idea and do it
clearly and in a practical way in all stages of education in the Arab world. Future
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research and practice need to focus on the challenges and effectiveness of using traits in
teaching, learning, and assessing of Arabic. Our slogan for the third decade of the
twenty-first century in teaching, learning and assessing of Arabic, is "SAMAT" (i.e.,
traits in Arabic) that needs to be explicitly stated in our curricula, textbooks, teacher
guides, curriculum documents, classroom walls, school corridors, conference brochures,
meetings of teachers, directors, ministers, parents, social media, and among all
stakeholders to spread this culture to better education not only for the Arabic language
but also for the improvement of language education in general.

Figure 2
The slogan, SAMAT, traits in Arabic
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